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1. Pick up item and walk

over logs and serpentine, 

replace item

START

2. Walk, then

lope left lead

over logs and 

stop next to the

sidepass

3. Sidepass

to the left

and right

4. Walk 

over

bridges

5. Stop and 

back to gate

and work gate

6. Extended trot

serpentine

7. Lope right

lead over log

8. Stop, pick 

up rope, drag

log at walk or 

trot in a circle

to the right, 

hang up rope

9. Trot

into box, 

stop, turn 

1 ½ left

or right

10. Dismount, Grount tie, 

Roll log back and forth; 

lead your horse out at a 

walk

FINISH

RANCH TRAIL 

OPEN JUNIOR
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1. Pick up item and trot

over poles and 

serpentine, replace item

START

2. Trot, build up

to extended trot

and jump over

large  log and 

lope left lead

over 1 log into

chute and stop; 

left lead lope

required over the

second log into

chute; change

allowed after the

jump

3. Sidepass

to the left

and right

4. Walk 

over

bridges

5. Stop and 

back to gate

and work gate

6. Extended trot

serpentine and 

over log

7. Lope right

lead over

logs

8. Stop, pick 

up rope, drag

log at walk or 

trot; turn 

180° (facing

the log) and 

back log back 

into place; 

hang up rope

9. Trot

into box, 

stop, turn 

1 ½ left

or right

10. Dismount, Grount tie, 

Roll log back and forth; 

remount your horse and 

walk out

FINISH

RANCH TRAIL 

OPEN SENIOR
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1. Pick up item and walk

over poles and 

serpentine, replace item

START

2. Walk, then

lope left lead

over log and stop

next to the

sidepass

3. Sidepass

to the left

and right

4. Walk 

over

bridges

5. Stop and 

back to gate

and work gate

6. Extended trot

7. Lope right

lead over log

8. Trot

around post

and marker

9. Trot

into box, 

stop, turn 

1 ½ left

or right, 

walk out

FINISH

RANCH TRAIL 

ROOKIE


